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In July, New York Times editor Bari Weiss published a 

scathing resignation letter to what she called a “once-great” 

newspaper, accusing the paper of choosing stories to 

“satisfy the narrowest of audiences, rather than to allow a 

curious public to read about the world and to DRAW 

THEIR OWN CONCLUSIONS.”1 (Emphasis mine.)   

That she resigned in so public—and eloquent—a way 

is important, especially in the context of what is happening 

with media nationally and internationally, and that as a 

result, once-respected news sources are increasingly the 

target of public ire. 

Media behavior in recent years has cost media—also 

known as the Fourth Estate—its most important asset:  

Public trust, that—as young journalists used to be taught—

once lost, is rarely regained. 

The media “problem” is very much the problem of 

those concerned about population and immigration as 

today’s media actively—and likely, not by accident—

mislead and suppress full discussions of both topics, with 

media influence, I believe, instrumental in environmental 

groups today denying population’s dangers. 

Thanks to deregulation, in ways that I’ll explain, we 

have become a nation that governs to that which media put 

forward and to the will of those who scream the loudest or 

posture most effectively for the T.V. cameras, rather than 

being a nation—the very premise upon which we were 

founded—of majority rule. 

Media behavior, as I will explain, particularly their 

negative portrayals of those with concerns about 

immigration, is why immigration has been so emotionally 

charged since the 1990s that it has divided the nation at the 

deepest levels.  This is in marked contrast to 100 years ago 

when the nation slashed immigration drastically (to levels 

we need to attain again) within the normal, calm processes 

of our democratic system.   

Weiss’ blistering indictment of the New York Times and 

other media is important because until we somehow reform 

the Fourth Estate, population activists, immigration-

reduction activists and those concerned about the 

environment at deep, causal levels are going to be denied 

our ability—our RIGHT in a democracy—to be heard

and our message respected.  The denial of that right—

ironically and unacceptably—is driven by those whose 

duty, by all standards of journalism, should be to expedite 

and encourage the dissemination of ALL information, 

rather than what they are doing—in violation of all ethics 

of journalism—suppressing or distorting to their own ends. 

In fact, that is the major irony of deregulation.  It was 

promoted by advocates, including Ronald Reagan, in the 

1980s and 1990s, who insisted that government regulations 

were suppressing the presses’ ability to fully report the 

news.2 Yet, deregulation has resulted in not more news, but 

less news, less trustworthy news and a nation “educated” 

to only those topics that deregulated media deem important, 

while what is reported is reported to no previous standards 

of journalism, such as: 

1. Reporting on COVID-19 confined solely to the 

sensational, with all numbers lacking context. In 

August, 2020, all networks reported “over 5 million 

cases in the U.S.” with no mention that was an accrued 

number over 6 months, or that the percentage it 

represents in a nation of 330 million people, by rough 

reckoning, is less than two percent. Their reporting is 

rife with hyperbole and overuse of the words “more 

than.”  How does COVID-19, for example, really 

compare with, say, the deadly flu epidemics of the 

1960s, which did not send us into panicked hiding? 

2. Reporting on COVID-19 has outrageously compared 

the virus to the 1918 Spanish flu, a scourge that killed 

50 million people on a planet then of only 1.7 billion 

people. So far, under 800,000 have died of COVID-19 

on a planet of nearly 8 billion.3,4  

3. Media is the leading force behind a prolonged and 

likely economically catastrophic lockdown, based 

mostly on the recommendation of just 3 doctors and 

absent any effort by reporters to seek out input from 

additional health experts, plus economic and national-

security experts to help us determine the best ways to 

protect ourselves while also protecting our livelihoods.5 

Have media presumed to send us into a course that will 

throw us into economic chaos for decades?
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4. Media reporting, except at superficial levels, is failing 

to examine the economic repercussions.  We get only 

coincidental reports of more unemployment filings, 

pending stimulus packages (from a nation already 

trillions in debt) and isolated reports about individuals 

facing homelessness or loss of businesses, never full, 

deep investigation of the complete national economic 

picture. 

5. Coverage of subsequent “cultural cleansings”—in 

which media consistently referred to “peaceful 

protestors” even as their own cameras showed 

otherwise—absent journalists’ obligation to scrutinize 

the action’s full context, such as that it usurped the 

rights of others to have input and that some elected 

officials sworn to uphold our laws often refused to act 

to restore order or protect public property. 

6. Media consistently ignore their obligation to do 

critical-issues reporting, to look, for example, at why 

Congress increasingly falters, the real consequences of 

the Citizen’s United Supreme Court ruling and 

efforts—if any—to pass a 28th Amendment6 to reverse 

it, and of course, to examine what media deregulation 

has wrought. The list is endless. 

7. Much of media are not scrutinizing economic stimulus 

packages, such as deep conversations about the 

ramifications for a nation $26 trillion, whoops, make 

that $27 trillion in debt or efforts to attach protections 

or payouts to those here illegally.7,8 

8. They eagerly destroy reputations and lives based on 

unsubstantiated accusations or cheap, easy to procure 

(by wealthy news organizations) cellphone footage by 

some aggrieved individual, absent verification, 

substantiation or consideration that the “story” has no 

real news merit. 

9. Meanwhile, the REAL news—ongoing major stories 

from across the nation (in addition to the pandemic)—

has disappeared.  We are ignorant about major 

problems—reflective of the national situation—from 

San Francisco to New York and every city between.  

Substantively, the REAL United States has disappeared 

from the news. 

That our elected officials—both parties—let media 

misbehavior continue, or openly pander to broken media, 

is reprehensible. There are those in Congress who were 

there when media deregulation happened.  Where are they 

to ask if deregulation is a dangerous experiment gone 

terribly awry?  Trump’s “Fake News,” while accurate, just 

inflames emotions rather than define the problem or offer 

remediation. 

Weiss continued her scathing indictment of the New 

York Times and of the Fourth Estate. 

“I was taught that journalists were charged with 

writing the first draft of history.  Now, history itself is one 

more ephemeral thing molded to fit the needs of a 

predetermined narrative,” wrote Weiss, who went on to 

accuse the paper of embracing a “new McCarthyism,” with 

her adding, “My own forays into Wrongthink have made 

me the subject of constant bullying by colleagues who 

disagree with my views.  They have called me a Nazi and 

a racist….”  

It is that “McCarthyism”—I call it liberal 

McCarthyism, because it is to the left today what Joseph 

McCarthy was to the right in the 1950s—that has sent a 

message to so many that, if we speak out, we risk inclusion 

among those whom media deem as racist, xenophobic, or 

a new outrageous media favorite, white supremacists.  That 

includes tax-supported PBS which should be the respected 

news source that others no longer are but which shows, in 

my opinion, no willingness to rise to the occasion. 

Weiss went on to address the Fourth Estate beyond the 

New York Times, writing that “…a new consensus has 

emerged in the press, but perhaps especially at this paper: 

that truth isn’t a process of collective discovery, but an 

orthodoxy already known to an enlightened few whose job 

is to inform everyone else,” she summed up, alluding, 

sarcastically, to the moral superiority presumed by 

journalists to the benefit of lesser mortals.  

As I will define, changes in media allowed under 

deregulation—as to ethical behavior, conflicts of interest 

reporting and the concentration of media ownership into 

near-monopolies—are why critical topics like a U.S. 

population explosion driven by unfettered immigration are 

happening absent a national discussion and, thus, national 

attention. 

 

RE-REGULATION VERSUS 

DEREGULATION 

 

Recently, CBS news anchor Norah O’Donnell, big, 

blue eyes staring pleadingly into the camera, did 

commercials warning that media regulation will restrict the 

presses’ ability to fully report the news.  

First, as a journalist, I am old school. I do not believe 

that a T.V. news anchor should ever appear in such a 

commercial.  Journalists should avoid affiliations with ALL 

issues at all costs or risk their journalistic objectivity and 

credibility.  

But more, surely she knows it would not be regulation, 

but RE-REGULATION, since media, especially broadcast 

media, were long heavily regulated. 

The commercial is, ostensibly, presented by Protect 

PressFreedom.org, or what, at face value, might be assumed 

to be citizens concerned about threats to press freedom.9
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Yet, to my knowledge, there are no serious efforts to 

regulate media, while a quick internet search shows no 

evidence of a citizens’ group, but—based on a cluttered 

field of Big Media and other logos displayed at the 

website—apparently a coalition of media and business 

interests, by appearances, working proactively to build 

public opinion against re-regulation.  

That is concerning in so many ways and does not bode 

well for the chances of putting the media Pandora back in 

the box via re-regulation.   

Enormous, now-global conglomerates have control of 

media—and the power that represents—and they are not 

going to easily let go of their ability to “control the 

message.”  Nor do I see evidence of leaders willing to go 

into the lion’s den against such powerful forces to reverse 

the mistake of deregulation.   

Perhaps most importantly, in our nation today, if it is a 

topic not in the headlines, it is a topic—like population, 

Citizen’s United or the 28th Amendment—ignored.  Why 

would media headline problems caused by media 

deregulation?  In contrast, when media, more-or-less in 

unison, began to focus on bullying, it immediately became 

a national preoccupation.  

 

WHAT HAPPENED WITH  

DEREGULATION? 
 

In the dawning days of broadcasting, leaders—back 

when we had a different level of leadership—saw huge 

potential for those who own media to misuse the 

tremendous persuasive power of broadcasting.  

They saw the public airways as a public resource that 

should always serve the public good, first and foremost; 

therefore, they regulated broadcasting from the dawning 

days of radio. 

They moved against centralization of media into the 

wrong hands and regulated against conflicts-of-interests, 

or ownership by those who might see owning and using 

the power of media as advantageous for business or 

political reasons.  If you owned other businesses, you could 

not own broadcast media, as happened in my hometown, 

years ago, when a wealthy business woman was denied a 

license to own a radio station. 

Regulation was not about heavy-handed government 

censorship of content, or any censorship outside of perhaps 

sexually explicit things that might offend some, but a 

system that insisted on fairness and ETHICS by media and 

that put the nation’s interests first. That Congress and two 

presidents saw fit to deftly sweep that aside, baffles and 

shocks. 

The regulations prevailed for half a century and 

protected our right to know until:

1. In1987, Ronald Reagan and others, via a complicated 

web of actions, pushed for and got revocation of the 

1940s Fairness Doctrine, with roots in the 1927 Radio 

Act, which had banned bias in broadcasting, forbade 

broadcasters from blacking out or ignoring entire 

topics—like population—and mandated ethics in 

reporting, regulations with teeth because the public had 

the right to protest broadcast license renewals. (Imagine 

population activists protesting to the Federal 

Communications Commission that we believe major 

networks are deliberately suppressing or distorting 

population reporting!)  As an example of Fairness 

Doctrine enforcement, one television station lost its 

license for consistent one-sided, pro-segregation 

reporting. The Fairness Doctrine was upheld by the 

Supreme Court as not violating press freedom, so the 

“problem” was solved legislatively by Reagan, et al.10,11,12 

2. But there was, arguably, worse to come when Bill 

Clinton signed the 1996 Telecommunications Act, 

which removed laws that had kept media under diverse 

ownership—and, therefore, extremely competitive 

and, thus (unlike today) producing highly effective 

news coverage. (If one news agency failed, others were 

there to step in quickly.)  And, it had banned conflicts-

of-interest ownership.  Major media at the time of 

deregulation consisted of over 50 major owners, none 

(due to those regulations) allowed to be affiliated with 

other industries. Today, Big Media are owned by just 

6 tightly interwoven titans controlling movies, 

television, radio, publishing, much of the internet and, 

by extension, much of our perception of “reality” and 

our thinking. Most of what we hear, see and read 

passes through the narrow, dangerous bottleneck they 

control. It should scare the bejesus out of us that the 

same entities can also own Big Medicine, Big Pharm, 

weapons manufacturing, Big Ag. The potential for 

blatant conflicts of interest are obvious. (Are “news 

reports” objective, with real news merit or are they 

hidden attempts to push products or deceive the 

public? Should we be concerned, for example, that 

those owning media might also own companies 

making weapons, perhaps using their power to silence 

debate on going to war? Has that already happened as 

we marched into whichever Middle Eastern nation? 

Should we be concerned that the internet—as in 

China—might be, now or eventually, limited in what 

is there, that the great pool of “everything” might be 

censored or restricted?)13,14 

Under deregulation, endless big fish consumed smaller 

fish in a regulatory environment, seemingly, now overly 

friendly to monopolies or near monopolies, with the once-

diverse ownership of U.S. and, frankly, global media now 

concentrated nightmarishly into the hands of Big 6 

companies:  National Amusements, Disney, Time Warner,
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Comcast, News Corp (originally, media mogul Rupert 

Murdock’s company) and Sony. 
 

Years ago, Teddy Roosevelt stated, emphatically, that 

it was the obligation of government to protect America 

from the “excesses of business.”  So, where is that 

protection today, with the need seemingly—considering 

many things, including media—so overwhelming?15 
 

Do a quick internet search of “the Big 6” to see the 

intricate web of literally dozens upon dozens upon dozens 

of companies, many, like Viacom, so huge one would 

assume it IS one of the Big 6, rather than being owned 

under the umbrella of “the Big 6.” Most shocking of all is 

that there seems more evidence that “the Big 6” happily 

cooperate, more than ever compete.16 

And there is what I call “bleed over,” into television 

and movie drama.  Has anyone in recent years seen any 

such drama touch on the topic of immigration in any way 

that does not (1.) portray all immigrants as victims of brutal 

and unjust immigration or border enforcement or (2.) 

portray those concerned about over-immigration as far 

right-wing paramilitary nut cases?  There is no portrayal 

of moderate, reasonable people rationally and reasonably 

pondering the question of immigration. Even, by 

reputation, “conservative” Fox, in police and other dramas, 

presents story lines favorable to illegal border crossers with 

no narrative of why people have concerns about over-

immigration or immigration’s impact on their lives.  Is that 

entertainment or is it indoctrination of a type once banned 

by the Fairness Doctrine? 

Deregulation’s effect is most obvious in broadcasting, 

but its impact spread to print media too. Hundreds of 

papers have ceased publishing, meaning diverse wire-

service coverage from thousands of news sources has 

shrunk appallingly. Surviving newspapers are often, like 

broadcasting, owned by Big Media—or the richest man in 

the world (Washington Post)—with, in my opinion, the 

same subjective reporting to which Weiss referred.17 

Worse, many local publications are increasingly 

imitating the reporting “standards” of major media.  Some 

no longer publish letters or guest commentaries—denying 

core conversations and exchange of ideas by citizens on 

vital topics—with many local papers increasingly censoring 

“wrong” viewpoints, an appalling corruption of once-

sacrosanct standards of journalism that defended the core 

value that everyone should have the equal right to be heard. 

And, there is the issue of journalists’ personal 

responsibility, and the growing question of what is being 

taught, if anything, in journalism schools.  

Today, journalists almost universally do “advocacy” 

reporting that takes one point of view, excluding all that 

does not conform to that view.  Let’s assume, for example,

the storyline that all border agents are evil.  Under 

advocacy journalism, reporters would put forth every 

possible example of border agent errors or misbehavior.  

The reporter might come across acts of valor or 

selflessness, but those would be “not on point.” 

As a reporter, I was required to report on topics 

deemed controversial under methods embracing the “3-

legged stool” or “4-legged stool” of journalism.  The 

reporter would talk to critics of Border Patrol, one leg; then 

to supporters of Border Patrol, another leg. But then, the 

reporter would also seek out people of independent or other 

expertise, such as police agencies, medical personnel, 

illegal-border crossers, clergy, community leaders or 

ranchers along the border.  The more controversial the 

topic, the more diverse the input that was required. 

The product of this type of reporting was stories that 

were accurate, made those involved feel they were treated 

fairly and gave news consumers the information they 

needed to draw their OWN CONCLUSIONS (as Weiss 

alluded to) versus advocacy reporting crafted to indoctrinate 

or influence the public. Or, as it clearly is, pure bias! 

Media used to be trusted.  Media didn’t used to be 

about left or right—except on the editorial page—but about 

all views and information presented fully, fairly, inclusively 

and without an agenda, the type of reporting that builds 

common ground and stills the waters of distrust and 

division!  

In contrast, today’s reporting merely confirms our 

prejudices—incites, rather than informs, constantly divides 

us into “red” and “blue” thinking (We used to be only 

Americans; “red” and “blue” are of media origins.)— and 

that is what is tearing the nation apart. 
 

THE DEMISE OF THE POPULATION  

“PROBLEM” 
 

There is a dramatic contrast in national “realities” 

between today and the first Earth Day on April 22, 1970, 

with a reminder that in our times of mass-media “reality” 

is largely what they tell us it is. 

Earth Day was not originally some daisy-strewn, woo-

woo celebration of Mother Earth, a chance for corporate 

America to give away “earth friendly” junk to soon end up 

in landfills.  

In the 1970s, the nation was increasingly realizing the 

environment was in crisis and that overpopulation was 

causative. In that setting, Sen. Gaylord Nelson (D. 

Wisconsin) founded Earth Day solely to focus on 

population.18 

Nelson during his final years, grieved over the loss of 

that message and blamed himself for failing on population.
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But, Nelson was not responsible for media deregulation 

that took media from being at least inclusive in reporting 

on population to a force, by all evidence, going out of its 

way—in seemingly unified ways that are deeply 

concerning—to bury the topic.  

In 1970, concern about the environment had 

mushroomed around books like Paul Ehrlich’s The 

Population Bomb and Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring.  

People were outraged when Cleveland’s Cuyahoga River 

caught fire, by brown clouds of pollution smothering cities 

or, in the West, California smog oozing into Arizona’s 

Grand Canyon or pollution from massive power plants in 

Arizona, New Mexico and Utah creeping far up into the 

Colorado Rockies—all concerns stemming from awareness 

mostly made available via media reporting. 

In 1970, population was such a hot-button topic that 

President Nixon appointed a bipartisan presidential 

commission made up of political, scientific, environmental, 

business and other leaders to study U.S. population. The 

Rockefeller Commission’s “Report on Population Growth 

and the American Future” was issued in March 1972, after 

a two-year, extensive study and hearings across the nation.19 

That commission determined they had found few 

benefits and many perils for the nation to continue to grow 

as it had. They expressed concerns that we would lose 

quality of life and become like “other” overpopulated 

nations. They also predicted, prophetically, that we would 

struggle to maintain infrastructure, quality education and 

that medicine might be unable to maintain high standards 

of care, something with which anyone waiting—sometimes 

for months—to see a specialist can now empathize. In 

many ways, their warnings were a blueprint for where the 

nation is today, including a healthcare system maxed out 

before COVID-19 and now at the breaking point. 

Also, they recommended that the nation draft a 

population policy to guide growth-related decisions, a 

policy that had it been enacted could have guided decisions 

on immigration. 

And, on the first Earth Day, with media still required 

to adhere to the Fairness Doctrine, as over 20 million 

turned out, national broadcast media led by anchors Walter 

Cronkite, Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, Frank McGee 

and others happily led the evening news with coverage 

about population’s impact on the environment. There were 

no dodges or pretenses, just national broadcast media 

directing its cameras and focus at those environmental 

problems worsened by overpopulation. 

On the first Earth Day, global population was 3.63 

billion. Then, in 1974, on the Day of 4 Billion, Cronkite 

and other news anchors again gave lead-story coverage, 

with correspondents around the world defining 

challenges—environmental, social and economic—

represented by four billion souls, increasing by 80 million 

a year.  Although, as per the standards of the Fairness 

Doctrine, networks also included, in a time wrought with 

emotion over the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court ruling, 

comment from those who believed population increases are 

only a blessing.  But that—a focus on all views—is 

imperative to good journalism and the type of reporting 

that lets all be heard. 

But then, something changed, dramatically, 

dangerously. 

In 1999, on the Day of 6 Billion (2 billion people added 

in 25 years), channel surfing by those expecting to see 

coverage of a yet more-troubled Earth and discussion about 

population found no such thing, and of note, even reference 

to the day, except for Wikipedia, has nearly disappeared 

from the internet.  The Day of 7 Billion in October 2011, 

except for the United Nations and a few “green” 

organizations, received almost no attention.20,21 

The theme of every major network was not lead-story 

status, but an “oh by the way” deep in the broadcast. Worse, 

there were no examinations of the problems of population, 

but a seeming diversionary tactic as a new generation of 

news anchors and reporters ignored population’s role in 

climate change, species extinction and resource shortages 

and instead introduced stories about the “dangers” of low 

birthrates!  

Their reports, ala Ben Wattenberg’s The Birth Dearth, 

featured a theme that if women, especially in the developed 

world, didn’t start punching out babies, and fast, developed 

nations would soon be ghost nations, never mind census 

data from most showing huge population increases each 

decade. That, most particularly, included the U.S., 

ratcheting up by nearly 30 million a decade, an astounding 

fact outrageously buried by media on the Day of 6 Billion, 

just as it was on our own Day of 300 Million in 2006. That 

day too was mostly a chance for media obfuscation, such 

as Fox News picking up an Associated Press story, alluding 

to the U.S. adding 2.8 million people a year or a “less than” 

one percent growth rate, absent full perspective.22 

And it is that fundamental change—from media eager 

to report on population as an issue to, instead, media eager 

to distract, obfuscate or outright lie, NOT Nelson’s 

failure—that caused population to disappear as the focus 

of Earth Day or any other day. Other examples: 

1. In the 1990s, in conjunction with the Cairo 

Conference, 57 of the world’s national academies of 

sciences issued a joint statement warning that we 

cannot solve environmental problems without also 

addressing population, as they called for zero 

population growth “within the lifetime of our 

children,” an astounding cooperative statement by the 

world’s greatest scientific minds that received little
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media attention.23 

2. In 1990, 2000 and 2010, as each U.S. decadal census 
was released—remember, once upon a time, the census 
was to count our numbers—those numbers were 
almost completely ignored and glossed over by media, 
while focus was put on secondary aspects:  We had 
grown “browner” as a nation, or owned more cats than 
dogs, but nary a mention of our exploding numbers. 
(Author’s personal observations.) 

3. The Fourth Estate gave Clinton’s Council on 
Sustainability report mostly short shrift.  It had, like 
the Rockefeller Commission report, cautioned about 
the perils of growth, warning that “sustainable growth” 
was an oxymoron in the face of population growth. 
The council had advised that immigration must be kept 
sufficiently low as to never allow immigration to fuel 
growth, a warning that media and major environmental 
groups—by the 1990s, political-correctness hyper-
charged—ignored.24 

4. Amid media carryings on during this year’s Black 
Lives Matter, there was nary a mention that over a 
century ago, Black activist Booker T. Washington 
begged American business and industry to “Cast down 
your bucket where you are” and hire recently freed 
slaves, rather than turn to immigration, an appeal 
absolutely ignored.25 

5. Nor, as media absurdly depict Black inequality as 
nothing but hateful racism, there was no mention of 
iconic black, liberal Congresswoman Barbara Jordan’s 
report, “Immigration and the American Future,” to Bill 
Clinton in which she cautioned that high immigration 
happens on the backs of poor and minorities and is a 
major factor in their failure to achieve economic 
equality and, as most thinking people know, without 
economic equality Blacks or others will never achieve 
full social equality. Of note, but for posts kept there by 
immigration-activist groups, the report has nearly 
disappeared from the internet. 26 

6. Instead Big Media put forth a simplified, almost 
childish version of immigration history, with no 
mention of the Great Wave from 1880 to 1920, that 
finally so angered the American people that they 
demanded that immigration be slashed to no more than 
200,000 a year. Media’s version of immigration history 
comes down to nothing more than the “give me your 
huddled masses” words on the Statue of Liberty, in 
fact, not a monument to immigration, but to 
democracy, with the huddled-masses phrase added 
long after the fact. Yet, just say “immigration history,” 
and it all boils down to that phrase in most people’s 
minds. (Author’s note:  On the internet, I can no longer 
find earlier not-media-modified versions of the real 
history of the Statue of Liberty.) 

Then, a recent defining event.  In November 2019, 
over 11,700 of the world’s climate scientists, in a joint 

declaration, declared a climate emergency, adding a critical 
point, that climate-change cannot be fought (Emphasis 
mine) without also addressing population. Let me say, that 
wasn’t so much in developing nations—most of which, 
even if growth hurts locally, make tiny contributions to 
greenhouse gas emissions—but in the carbon giant nations, 
China, India and the United States. (I’ve long chafed at the 
assumption by most Americans that overpopulation is an 
“over there” problem, when the real population-crisis is a 
“right here” problem.)27 

This earthshaking announcement had qualities of a 
story about as big as stories get.  It was about a leading hot-
button issue of our time, with thousands of the scientists 
bluntly declaring a global climate emergency.  But then, 
the scientists, I believe, deftly shot themselves in the foot, 
media-wise, when they tied everything to population. Had 
they just declared a climate emergency, they would have 
had lead-story status on the evening news and page A-1 
coverage in every major newspaper, but the “inconvenient 
truth” of population, for Big Media, resulted in the story 
receiving only minimal coverage in a few newspapers, the 
internet or with the population reference omitted. 

And back to us—the U.S.—as a global-population-
crisis spot. Of course, China and India are—we assume—
THE climate-change and population-problem nations. But 
U.N. data indicate that the list might more accurately be 
the United States, China and India, in that order. 

China’s population is 1.4 billion. Ours is 330 million, 
making us the 3rd most populated nation, behind China and 
India. But China’s per-capita carbon footprint is only 6.3 
metric tons per capita. Multiply our 330 million people 
times our 17.5 metric tons per-capita carbon footprint.  
Multiply China’s 1.4 billion people times 6.3 metric tons.  
Clearly, we have a “carbon population” nearly that of China, 
with the outlook for them improving, and for us, worsening. 

As the graph below shows, China’s population should 
begin declining by the early 2030s.  In contrast, ours will 
continue to increase through at least 2050.  The difference?  
Immigration!

Different Paths: Population in  

U.S. and China,1990 to 2050P
(Data and projections: U.S. Census International Data Base)
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India at a paltry 1.5 metric tons per capita, despite her 

1.2 billion people, lags considerably behind. (Meanwhile, 

as an example of nations we considered overpopulated, 

Ethiopia with its miniscule .08 metric tons per-capita 

carbon footprint, is a global carbon non-issue.)28 

All of this falls into that vast sea of information that 

few of us ever see, hear, consider or debate. We are, as the 

late population activist Dr. Al Bartlett asserted, innumerate, 

to numbers—especially our own numbers—what illiteracy 

is to letters, not surprising when media headline a falling 

birthrate, imply no growth, and ignore that by 2040 we’ll 

approach 400 million carbon-giant citizens—over 90-

percent immigration driven—to be, by 2060, perhaps 100 

million more than our current 330-plus million, although 

one U.S. Census Bureau report says 400 million might be 

attained by as early as 2051.29,30 

That is an example of the frightening dichotomy 

between media-portrayed “reality” and “real reality.”  And 

consider, in early 2020, CBS outrageously featured an 

author who had written a book, published by Simon and 

Schuster (now part of the CBS, Viacom complex), warning 

that the U.S. due to its “lack” of births, faces a population 

collapse. 
 

POPULATION, MEDIA AND  

ENVIRONMENTALISTS 
 

The media-created atmosphere that those opposed to 

unfettered immigration are xenophobes and racists is, I 

believe, the main reason the environmental community no 

longer embraces population. It’s much easier not to risk 

offending donors and potential members by pretending that 

immigration and population aren’t important or don’t 

impact the environment. 

In the 1980s, the Sierra Club sold a bumper sticker, 

“The United States:  The World’s Most Overpopulated 

Nation.” I was, at the time, a member of the club’s national 

Population Issues Subcommittee, and our discussions 

centered around the imperative—as the Rockefeller 

Commission urged—of moving the nation toward 

population stabilization.  

When the Rockefeller Commission report was 

released, U.S. growth was primarily from births. But then, 

the birthrate fell, even as immigration “reform,” finalized 

in 1965, boosted immigration dramatically—as Congress 

assured us it would not—and by the 1980s, the Sierra Club 

saw immigration as “the” U.S. population problem.  

But, by 1996—after a board vote to move, as urged by 

immigration activists, to a position of neutrality on 

population and immigration—Executive Director Carl 

Pope suddenly, after years of urging U.S. population 

stabilization, issued gag orders on local chapters and began 

calling distinguished club members racists and 

xenophobes, for insisting that immigration and population 

matter. That resulted in a rift that tore to the very 

foundations of the club. 

In 2004, the issue was forced to a vote—via an effort to 

capture board seats—by key club members Frank Morris, 

David Pimentel, and former Colorado Governor Dick 

Lamm. Lamm later called the election the bitterest battle of 

his long political career, with the Sierra Club very much 

continuing the “racist and xenophobic” theme.  After the 

election, club president Adam Werbach, referring, by then, 

to a failed attempt to capture the board, said the club had 

said no to “anti-immigrant feelings,” a simplistic summation 

centered around, by then, a national assumption that any 

wanting immigration reduction must surely be racist.31 

But then, a few months after the election—sadly, too 

late to have impact—it was revealed, admittedly, thanks to 

the Los Angeles Times, that David Gelbaum, a math 

prodigy who had developed formulas for hedge fund 

investors, had donated $200 million to the Sierra Club, but 

that, absolutely contingent on their backing off 

immigration.32 

Would the club’s bitter division have ever happened in 

a national atmosphere, unlike that created by media, that 

was about calm, intellectual debate on immigration, rather 

than depictions of racism that created a hyper-charged 

politically-correct atmosphere? 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Democracies, at the most basic level, are predicated 

upon debate, information and informed dissent.  That 

media fail us—including our need to honestly discuss and 

understand population—is dangerous beyond 

comprehension. 

Worse, politics being politics and considering the 

atmosphere in this country today—largely of media 

creation—it will not be easily remedied.   

Those powerful economic forces which now dominate, 

no, are, the media monster, will not go easily into that good 

night.  Even reinstatement of the Fairness Doctrine or a 

few basic requirements for ETHICAL reporting will be a 

battle hard fought because one-sided advocacy reporting 

is cheap, easy, profitable and highly effective to put out. 

True journalism—hours or even days of getting additional 

opinions and seeking out alternative views—is time 

consuming and very costly. Why bother when “junk news” 

or, effectively, propaganda will do or is more beneficial to 

those who own media? 

While the good news is that there are a few new  

“alternative” national papers—if not totally without bias, 

at least reporting more fully and professionally than Big 6 
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media—that offer hope of a new day, we must nonetheless 

pressure leaders, speak out in letters to editors (where the 

opportunity still exists) and use every avenue to educate 

others as to the imperative—for our democracy and for our 

planet—of regaining a professional, objective, 

independently owned Fourth Estate. 

As Bari Weiss said in her New York Times resignation 

letter, “Americans still hunger for news that is accurate, 

opinions that are vital, and debate that is sincere.” 

But, without reregulation, that hunger will never be 

satisfied. 
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